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BESTO FALL ARREST 300N 
SOLAS TWIN CHAMBER LIFEJACKET

The Besto 300N Twin Chamber SOLAS lifejacket is specially designed to wear in 
combination with Fall Arrests. The design of the jackets allows the safety hooks 
of the Fall Arrest to be free for attaching the Fall Arrest lines, on the front and 
back. At the back side the specially shaped Y-style backstrap gives space for 
the safety hook of the Fall Arrest. Special loops are fitted on the backside of the 
lifejacket, so the lifejacket can be looped onto the fall arrest, for easy donning 
and perfect fit.

The small and tailored design gives a perfect body fit. The outside cover is made 
out of strong synthetic wipe clean, High-visible fabric. This is easy to clean and 
very durable.

Standard the Lifejacket is fitted with:
- A comfort Fleece collar, for 

optimum neck comfort
- Extra protective cordura patch for 

durable cover
- A double crotch strap, to secure the 

lifejackets onto the body 
- A strong YKK zipper closing, to keep

the bladder in place

Approved accordancing CE EN 12402-2 and 
the latest SOLAS/MED/LSA requirements.
IMO resolution A689(17) as amended by 
resolution MSC 81(70), MSC 200(80) and 
MSC226(82). Full performance is achieved 
by fully inflation of one or both of the 
chambers, automatically or manually.

The Lifejackets gives 300N buoyancy, 
so the jackets are suitable for:
- Extreme weather, offshore and open sea
- When wearing heavy protective and

waterproof clothes

AIS MOB or PLB compatibleSpecial straps to attach life jacket 
to fall arrest

FALL ARREST SOLAS
300N Lifejackets

Size/type Adult  50+ kg

Buoyancy	 Inflatable		 300N

System	 United	Moulders	 MK5

CO2 cylinder	 300N	 60	gram

 Article no/colour	 20.810.225	 Solas	Fall	Arrest	
Wipe	clean	300N	

Standard	 Wipe	clean
“All	Weather	Cartridge”
Twin	chamber
Solas	safety	light
Fleece	neck
Zipper	closing
Double	crotch	strap

Accessoires	 20.427.016	 Recharge	set	auto	MK5		 	300N	
20.811.229	 Sprayhood

Option	 Hammar	Hydrostatic	mechanism 

CE ISO 12402-2 SOLAS

Extra protective cordura patch


